
Save Mooney's Bay.
Move the playground to a better location

www.change.org/p/savemooneysbay

Change.org Petition Comments

A one acre section of green space on the historic Rideau Canal, a UNESCO world heritage 
site, and a habitat for several endangered species is being destroyed because the City of 
Ottawa secretly made a deal with a private TV production company to build Canada's 
largest playground at Mooney's Bay. The city is contributing $1,000,000 to this project.

THERE WAS NO PUBLIC CONSULTATION OR INPUT FROM CITY RESIDENTS. The application 
was fast tracked, from initial proposal to signed contract in two months. Citizens of Ottawa 
did not hear about it until May 13, 4 weeks after the contract went into effect. Within days 
of the announcement, more than 16 mature trees had been cut down, three historic 
wooden bridges had been removed, and the Sue Holloway fitness area had been 
eliminated. There was no need assessment, accessibility study or traffic impact report.

This proposed playground is not serving the children of Ottawa who need playgrounds in 
their own communities. With this proposal, Mooney's Bay, which already has a play 
structure, will have the equivalent of 11 play structures while 217 of the city's 790 parks 
have no play structures at all.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS were done after the contract was signed and not 
released until June 6th -- well after the site had been fenced off, ripped up, dug out and 
filled with gravel. One of these assessments indicates that there is a "potential to 
encounter the following SAR [species at risk] within and/or adjacent to the study area: 
Blanding's Turtle (threatened), Snapping Turtle (special concern) and Milksnake (special 
concern)." In July 2013, a permit for a wind turbine project in Prince Edward County was 
revoked as it would pose serious and irreversible harm to the Blanding's Turtle which is 
globally endangered.

Please sign and share this to stop the construction that is turning this living area into an 
environmental dead zone decorated with plastic playthings and the world's longest 
monkey bars.

This space is used for Hope Volleyball, The Dragon Boat Festival, and the green space and 
mature trees make it ideal setting for family picnics and wedding pictures. It is a scenic 
gathering place on a historic waterway and a natural habitat for many wildlife species.

Mooney's Bay is the WRONG LOCATION FOR THIS MEGA-PLAYGROUND! Mooney's Bay 
already has a playground. It is called "the beach." Tell the city to find a different location.

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1221
https://savemooneysbay.wordpress.com/2016/06/13/environmental-reports-from-city/
https://www.thestar.com/news/insight/2013/07/05/how_a_turtle_toppled_prince_edward_county_wind_turbines.html


Comments

Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-14 Mooney's Bay is a community treasure...not a field for the city to make a profit

off of this company. FIND ANOTHER LOCATION!!!!

Porters Lake, Canada 2016-05-14 It is a beautiful place for tourists as is.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-14 Another thing the city is just pushing down our throats with no Public

Consultation. Mooney's Bay is perfect the way it is. What is this going to do to

HOPE Beach Volleyball and the amount of money they raise for charity. They

use almost every square inch of the park as it is.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-14 Well I guess they don't are too much about the events that have happened

there for decades. What is this going to do to HOPE. HOPE uses almost every

square inch of the park and with this maybe going in it will take away a lot of

space that is used by this charity to bring in many donations. I sure wish that

our councellor Wily Riley would put his efforts into making our community safer

ie: stopping the cars from doing 100 km hour down our residential streets.

ottawa, Canada 2016-05-15 .......just leave well enough alone.........!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Brampton, Canada 2016-05-15 I grew up in Ottawa.  Mooney's Bay is beautiful and full of history and

memories.  It's one of the best parts of Ottawa!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-15 Keep the mature trees and green space - commercial oversized playground

does not belong here.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-15 Why ruin a perfectly great meeting place that has served  we the public for

years? Wrong place for that kind of park. We are not amused

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-15 Why ruin a perfectly great meeting place that has served  we the public for

years? Wrong place for that kind of park. We are not amused

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 This is an entirely inappropriate use of the park.  It has been initiated without

any public consultation or assessments.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 This is my home and I don't want to see it destroyed. I too am appalled by the

secrecy and lack of public consultation. This decision needs to be revoked and

another more appropriate place needs to be found.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 I am in complete agreement with this. There was no public consultation, no

needs assessment, no environmental impact assessment and no assessment

of the actual use of this space. It is nearly perfect as it is, it is magic. It

becomes a festival and is restored to green space. The festivals and the Canoe

Kayak National championships contribute hugely to the economy and to

thousands of people's enjoyment. The destruction of the well used Sue

Holloway fitness park is a travesty in the year one of our greatest Olympic

athletes who lives in the neighbourhood is inducted into the Canadian sports

hall of fame. Stop this now!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 It is already the Canada's largest playground.  Or at least it was before

developers cut down the trees.  Another outrageous abuse of power by

Ottawa's bottomless desperation for cash.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 there are much better sites in Ottawa. There should have been notice and

consultation.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 The city needs green spaces, not plastic spaces and places where parents play

with their kids, not where they watch their kids play.  The city's failure to consult

and to not recognize on their own these simple facts confirms that this is the

most ignorant council the city has ever elected.
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Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 The playground sounds like an awful idea, and in a time of climate change we

shouldn't be chopping down more trees.

Cantley, Canada 2016-05-16 Why not do a simple environmental assessment instead of rushing this project

through? What impact will the destruction of trees have on the waterway, the

beach, the vegetation in the area?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 This is so sad!  In an era of Climate Change we should be protecting trees not

chopping them down!  this was a closed door back room deal.  Shame on Riley

Brockington.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 What I have seen of the plan looks pretty bad.  I'm all for making the space

more fun for kids though.  The idea is good, but the plan seems really bad.

Seems like someone is trying to pull a fast one, and could have benefited from

community consultation.  Is this of benefit to the community in the long term or

beneficial to Sinking Ship Entertainment in the short term.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 This is a bad idea on so many levels.  To top it off, it is deeply offensive that the

decision was made - and work has already begun (trees felled in preparation) -

with no public consultation whatsoever!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 I Stand up paddle weekly at Mooney's bay and having already crowded parking

facilities made more congested by people driving to the park will make it next to

impossible to find parking necessary to bring board to the water. A 12'-14'

board isn't exactly something you can bring on a bus so being able to find

convenient parking close to the waters edge is a necessity. There are many

locations in the city where a large park could be located... the new plaza at

Lebreton Flats possibly?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 I use mooneys bay several times a week and feel this proposed change will

ruin the great venue we already have.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 I love the open space, I think it should remain as it is.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 Instead of using this money to build an unnecessary playground, use it to

update the existing ones so they are accessible to differently abled

persons/children. We do not need more playgrounds. The natural landscapes

allow children to create their own imaginative play, which is important in such a

"plugged in" society.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 it's sush a quiet spot and so much nature why get rid of all of it. Place the park

were the children's park is

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 I like mooney's bay the way it is. I am also opposed to the cutting down of any

more trees

Jasper, Canada 2016-05-16 The public should have been given an opportunity to weight in on this before

the decision was made. There is plenty of other space available in the city that

would be a better fit for a massive playground.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 Mooney's Bay Park is a beautiful green space that should remain unchanged!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 I am signing this petition because this is a completely redundant park. There is

already a good children's playground at Mooney's Bay. The park is already well

used every day in the summer and the winter. I am also concerned about

parking in the neighbourhood.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 The changes will negativily affect current events, traffic, and one of our few

beaches.  Find a different location

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 This will affect all special events for thus area that need existing open space. 



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 Mooney's Bay is a MIXED use park already.  The idea of creating a monstrosity

that will destroy that without any public consultation for a project that does not

fit the current use is simply beyond conceivable and makes me wonder why.

Why would anyone take something that works very well and destroy it to create

something for only one segment of the population?  

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 Demolishing nature's natural playground to built a plastic over-stimulating junk

yard.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 Obviously Riley Brockington has not been to Mooney's Bay on a warm summer

evening when every family in the neighbouring communities who are not able

to bbq at home are using the facilities, while others make use of its present

facilities, playing soccer, training for sports, cycling or just enjoying the green

space and the beautiful shade of the trees.

This process is unbelievably flawed and should be investigated by the RCMP.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 Natural Landscapes in the city core along the water side should be preserved

and protected. There are other options in the area that could replace land that

isn't being used effectively or that would clean up the area vs. Remove park

area.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 I grew up at Mooneys Bay and this de elopement would ruin the already

beautiful beach  and park area. Anything else will be too crowded and

commercial.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 This is open green space with much needed mature trees. There is insufficient

road support that will allow more traffic to Mooney's unless you double up the

canal bridge. What about all the festivals? Why not revamp the play structures

further down the beach. Completely idiotic.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 A commercial deal to make a substantial change in a well  used public park,

the work already underway before the public hears anything about it.  Really??

Is that the way we do public business these days?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 This is the wrong location for this playground. Money's Bay should remain a

green space reflective of its surrounding neighborhood. I use the park for

recreational activities because of its natural beauty near the Rideau river. Let's

keep it natural.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 There is a problem that you and your ...... Keep removing valuable green space

that is so valuable tothe people you represent, and to do it without public

consultation and consideration! This is wrong

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 This is not the right location for this kind of structure, and does not take into

account the existing users.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 One of the best things about living 5 min from the bay would be the festivals

and the amazing space. Ruining the beautiful trees for a playground??? The

one that is there is rarely used. Now the dragonboat race is thinking they will no

longer be able to use the bay? Ridiculous to ruin good things for a childrens

play area.



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 Dragon Boat festival head John Brooman says he learned about the

playground plans in February. The city has assured him that site preparation

work for the playground will completed by June 16 and that the tents can still

go there this year. 

But he wonders where they will go next year once the playground is finished.

“That space is no longer going to be usable. The big question is how we’re

going to work with the city moving forward.”

They will no longer be able to host Dragon boat or Hope beach if this goes

through. This playground is going to ruin the bay for everyone that currently

loves to use it. There is already a play area there in great shape that is rarely

used. You know what is used? The beach the grassy areas covered in trees

where people can relax and picnic. I am disgusted that the city would be willing

to ruin such a beautiful space.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 No public consultation

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-16 I value the peace, the expanse, the beauty of this lovely park.  There is an

amazing park there already, perhaps it needs an update but certainly we do not

need to show off as a city at the expense of the festivals and the trees of this

space.  Why weren't the residents of the area publicly consulted?  It seems the

idea was hidden from citizens, likely because we may not have said what

politicians wanted to hear.  I strongly disagree with this plan and with this sort

of politics.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 No consultation with the public? Seriously? Ah I don't think so.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 Green space needs to be preserved not exploited.

Inverary, Canada 2016-05-17 Green space is to be protected

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 I spend many hours in this park year round.  For the past few years, I've spent

much of the Fall in this park running the hills, in the summer playing volleyball,

watching concerts, and simply hanging out.  There has been no consultation

whatsoever on how this developnent will impact current use of the space.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 No public consultation and I refer to leave the area as is

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 Life's a beach! Aviva Nov. 2nd, 2009 Facebook 

Thanks for believing in me Jose

Jean Pierre Legare

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 Life's a beach! Aviva Nov.2nd, 2009

Facebook 

Thanks for believing in me Jose

Jean Pierre Legare

Vanier, Canada 2016-05-17 The city should not be able to make such changes without consulting the

constituents that would be affected.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 Not happy about the lack of public consultation and the fast tracking of a

commercial enterprise's request for use of Mooney's Bay. Don't even know

what this playground will look like. What happens to the green space ?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 It's good enough as is! Please stop!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 Lack of consultation to users of the park and bike path.  Was environmental

impact assessment done?



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 This is a place where families come and create memories. The water, the trees,

even the gym park are a part of mooneys bay and always will be. Cutting it

down for a kids show for a few months and what after? We'll be left with

nothing but stumps. Not a pretty view. Meaning people who liked that area will

go to another beach!!!

ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 I grew up biking to moony's bay and back twice a week. Whenever I would

normally go on a bike trip I would bring my fishing rod. But not to moony's bay.

There I would enjoy the natural beauty, peace and tranquility. If there were a

massive and possibly unused playground it would be just like any other city

owned park, busy obnoxious and down right dirty. Like petrie island and the

abundance of seagulls where there were none before.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 Why destroy a beautiful park with many mature trees? I cycle through there

regularly. The park is used by many people of all ages for numerous purposes.

Even in winter, people who work use it for a quick ski after work. Not to forget

the many volleyball games that are played there. What makes the city think this

park needs to be improved?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 I grew up in that area my mom and I use to go to there all the time. Those

bridges are simple and beautiful. Leave it be.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 I believe this location for a playground will affect many more community events

that bring traffic to this area of Ottawa. Even moving it to the south end of the

beach area would be a better use of space and enhance the play area.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 One of the reason I live in the Mooney's Bay area is because of this lovely

park, which  will now be destroyed thanks to the short-sightedness of our city

council and councillor! It's already a big playground. No "improvement" needed!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 If its something you are upset about the best thing to do at this point is  to

contact the NCC the build is on hold until the NCC approves they are the LAST

approval needed for this project. They are also the owners of the property.

Other contacts include local MPs, Michael Crokatt from Ottawa tourism, as well

as the companies that are sponsoring this. The company's that you can reach

out to include Dewalt Tools, Stanley's hardware, and Dulux paint.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 I live in this area and I don't want Mooney's Bay Park destroyed by an

unnecessary mega-playground.

Ottawa Ontario, Canada 2016-05-17 Complete disrespect towards org. like Hope, Dragonboat Festival, etc. which

bring a lot of community spirit and money to important organizations. 

Find another location for this.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 I've been living in this neighbourhood for over 20 years, I grew up here! and to

wake and hear there's already been trees cut from this beautiful park/beach

enraged me! I feel for the animals and the environment, for those who enjoy

the beautiful quiet atmosphere Mooney's Bay is. This beach is NOT fitted for

Canada's biggest play structure. Don't forget tons of events are held here

during each year, you won't gain supporters from this new structure. This

matters to me because I don't want a piece of plastic to replace a beautiful

green space that is perfect already.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 Mooney's Bay is a beautiful and accessible location of greenspace enjoyed by

many residents. This change unilaterally decided by the city is a disservice to

the community.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 Mooney's Bag is a green space haven in the city. It is well-used by many

groups, and is not an appropriate location for this playground. Preserve our

green spaces!



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 There is a better location! This park is perfect for a different location, please do

your research before planning such an undertaking.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 I use this fitness park every year. I bike from far just to come here. If they plan

to remove it, at least make a better one. Not everyone can afford a gym

membership.

Toronto, Canada 2016-05-17 Public access green spaces are important.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 This is such an arrogant idea which has not been discussed with anyone who

pays taxes in this city.  Ottawa is beautiful because of the green spaces where

the people go to gather for festivities weddings picnics family spaces for

Apartment dwellers.    Trees provide miriad numbers of good things for

everyone and are necessary in the lives of city dwellers.   This idea is horrific

and hopefully all our citizens will oppose this with a united front!!!

Youngstown, OH 2016-05-17 I want to save the bay and stop the park

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 There was no due process for the public to have it say on this matter that

affects us all.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 It is outrageous and unacceptable that this city continues to destroy the very

things that used to provide a high qiality of life.  Destroying nature, for the sake

of jungle jims, is disgusting.   The world's great cities, of which Ottawa is not

one, all have large urban parks -- Paris, London, Amsterdam, Vancouver, etc.

They all treasure their public parks.  There are eating areas and small

playgrounds for children, but nature predominates.  We do NOT need Canada's

argest playground.  Kids love nature, if only they get to experience it.

Over and over again, Ottawa City Council has demonstrated its small provincial

nature.  Lansdowne Park, mid town arenas for boorish sports "fans", casino

proposals, and high rise buildings where they do not belong.  In short, anything

goes for the sake of filthy lucre.   One understands developers' financial greed.

City Council is supposed to look after the PUBLIC interest.  But they seem to

be incompetent, or corrupt, or both.  Jim Watson and Council should be

ashamed of themselves.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 I'm signing because the city is up to its eyeballs in debt. This is debt that we

should be paying down as opposed to using taxpayers money  to build

something frivilous.

Gatineau, Canada 2016-05-17 There was no community consultation

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-17 Sounds like a back door political deal to me! No public consultation, no

consideration of the huge festivals that raise $100s of thousands of $$ each

year for local charities, no consideration of impact on traffic, no additional

parking....????

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I am signing because I totally disagree with the building of a playground. This

park is fine just the way it is.  The public was not consulted about this and it is a

very coward way of doing business. I own a property nearby and do not want a

playground built there. Take you business elsewhere.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 Leave Mooney's bay alone. It is a natural place for families and sport

enthusiasts to enjoy our city.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I agree that Mooney's Bay is a community treasure. It should be left just the

way it is.  It is very insulting to have  the city be so sneaky. We will not let this

rest.



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I agree that Mooney's Bay is perfect just the way it is. That is the way it should

stay. Very sneaky of the city to go ahead without consulting us. This is the most

ignorant council that was ever elected. You are not getting my vote in the future

and I will do anything possible to stop this crazy project.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I agree that this is a community treasure and should be left alone.  This is a

very sneaky way for council to proceed without asking us, the public.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 There was no input from those affected by a mega-playground. The impetus

seems to be a reality TV show & bragging rights vs.  due consideration of the

city residents who use and love the park for its green space, quiet and beauty.

Long after the episodes of TVO have aired and are forgotten, the residents of

Mooney's Bay and environs will be stuck with a  project that could easily be

located in a better location.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 No public consultation.  Other sites should be considered.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 This is the wrong place for such a project.  Leaving the trees and grass and

rehabilitating Sue Holloway Park would have been more appropriate.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I'm signing because of traffic and less space for sports.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 There was no consultation; well known festivals are affected; a big part of a

beautiful park will be destroyed; and the community needs many other things

instead of this secret project.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 No public consultation or input for Ottawa city taxpayers.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 The area should be used for its beautiful river access.  A playground can be

built anywhere.  No water access required.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 Ottawa is unique because of the ample green spaces available for outdoor

activities. This playground project will force many changes to existing activities

that are a tradition to the local communities; e.g. the Dragonboat festival,

concerts, moonlight yoga, staging area for various paddle sport races etc.

Ottawa has many national level paddle athletes, and Mooney's Bay is one of

their home courses. These great community activities and public green spaces

is what makes this city unique. Traffic is already very bad along Hog's back

during peak times. It is a bad idea to build a venue at Mooney's Bay where the

target audience will be driving there. Why not build the new playground near a

new residential area like Barrhaven? It is more convenient to build this

playground near a highway ramp, like Canada's wonderland.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 This will ruin Mooneys Bay there has to be a better location.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I see the park busy with families having picnics and enjoying the outdoor green

space. This expensive project does not belong in this location.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I have lived in the area all my life and the beauty of the water front at Mooney's

bay attracts people everyday - I do not think tearing up thus area to mega park

is necessary. Sue Holloway was honoured as an Olympian and the fitness park

is part of her honour. Removing it goes against community and her honour.

Take to the Hogs Back area where land sits unused. Not happy this happening.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 there is presently a playground and the open space is used for  many festivals

in the area for the city



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I have lived in the area for years. Mooney's Bay is a magical, therapeutic spot

where I paddle, ski and run. I feel that this is not the right place for this building

opportunity.  We have a beautiful open park that many people use for a variety

of reasons. We have Terry Fox athletes, ski clubs, running clubs and other

athletes from various sports who put in countless hours on this land. They

respect it. Why take this from them? We have 2 massive charity events that

happen in this space every year. Both the Dragonboat festival and the Hope

beach volleyball event support our community by using this space. Why take

this away to entertain? There is  limited parking and there are only bike paths

that travel north before they travel east/west. What about all the homes coming

from south Barrhaven? Riverside drive is always packed with traffic. These

roads are not built to support this effort. I am disappointed that this was not up

for discussion. I love the idea of kids being involved in a project, but we are

choosing a space that does not fit the opportunity. Why not invest money into

fixing those bridges, adding gardens, continuing the bike path to Barrhaven,

fixing up space for Terry Fox athletes, update the Sue Holloway park? 

Please don't ruin this space to build massive plastic type structures.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I frequently use the out gym and don't want to see it destroyed.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 This green space park already has been purposed for fitness, and is regularly

used to host events.  There is already a lovely, large playground close by- try

renovating it.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I like Mooney's Bay the way it is.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 Tearing down trees on public land and limiting the use of this park area,

creating an eyesore on one of the few natural, open, green waterfront parks we

have is awful enough. Doing it without consultation with the community and

general public who USE THE PARK, and by bullying it through secretively, is

absolutely ridiculous. Such a  huge disappointment.

San Mateo, CA 2016-05-18 Not keen on my tax dollars feeding a corporate interest and the loss of space

would be a crime. Lots of people living in apartments in that area, not to

mention all the events needing the space!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 Mooney's Bay Park is my favourite place in the city. It already attracts so many

visitors in search of training, relaxation and recreation. It is perfect the way it is

and we need to keep it that way!

Nepean, Canada 2016-05-18 There are other places to put this park. Do nothing more until there is public

consultation.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 The park would be great to have but asking that it be built in Hogs Back park

next to all the picnic tables, large washroom facility and big parking lot. Please

keep Mooneys Bay a natural space for families to enjoy and clubs like the

Lions, Nakkertok and Chelsea Masters to train. This is currently a great place

to ski in the winter and one of the few ski areas accessible by bus.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 The plaground project has many, many negative impacts on the existing

activities, natural setting of Mooney's Bay. There are so many better places for

a Play Park with much better traffic access, including light rail.

navan, Canada 2016-05-18 I enjoy that green space emensly. I have had an wnat to continue to picnic

there. I use that fitness park with my personal trainer. I am apart of dragon boat

and we use that green space for our festival. Green space is important for

everyone. Like the city needs another park. How about they fix up all the parks

we already have

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 Ottawa is known for its beautiful natural green spaces. We often host European

friends who are amazed at the beauty of our natural parks. This is a beautiful

spot for families and picnics and kite flying. Please leave it as is.



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 stop destroying mooney bay!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 It is hugely upsetting that such a wonderful green space well within city limits,

easily accessible for many residents, is being destroyed forever for publicity,

with no public input, costing large amounts of money.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 As a mother of 3 kids I'm a huge fan of play structures but please put the

money in the existing structures that need an upgrade first and stop taking

away our peaceful green space.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 Why is it the first time we are hearing about this it is a done deal? Why are we

ruining a beautiful location just so we can say we have the largest playground?

There are enough barren spots around the city that need renewal without

destroying a green space. Stop this desecration.

Whitehorse, Canada 2016-05-18 When I lived in Hunt Club, myself, my family and friends used this park on a

weekly basis.   We played at the Sue Holloway green gym and took shelter

under the trees.  Save this important space.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 This area is already heavily used, all year round, by a wide variety of people

and for a wide variety of activities and events. It makes no sense at all for this

to be supplanted for the sake of a playground.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 This is not the right spot for this park.  There isn't sufficient parking, and it will

ruin the natural landscape along the beautiful Rideau River.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 There should have been public consultation on the location of the playground.

I don't like the loss of the trees or green space.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 Renata Armatys

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I don't want to kill the environment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I'm sick of seeing beautiful locations being destroyed. Trees are constantly

being torn down to build more housing, playgrounds, etc. Keep some nature for

us to enjoy!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 For environmental reasons

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 Keep the park as-is! Move the playground to a better (remote) location!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I frequently use this section of green space in the summer and I'm concerned

about the increased traffic in my neighbourhood

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 There are much better ways to spend this money than on an a mega

playground structure. City council needs to get its priorities straight!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 This park is home to so many festivals and events.

It is also where people go to do sports and exercise. 

Plus, there's already a good playground by the beach.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 There is already a ridiculous amount of traffic in the area and the beach is

already busy most of the time in good weather. Where do families go for quiet

time on the beach when this got pushed through without the public even

knowing? Enough of the government getting more money in kickbacks at the

cost of our choices to enjoy a little slice of nature!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 They should not take anything away from this stop.. not one tree should be

removed.. its such a waste to build super size monkey bars and take away all

the nature.. STOP..

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I oppose the destruction of the beauty of this natural area for the sake of some

commercial purchase.



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 There was no consultation process which goes against how community

decisions should we be made. There have been no feasibility studies or impact

on the area , parking, traffic patterns and impact on groups that now use the

park.

Whitehorse, Canada 2016-05-18 Keep it the way it is!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 Mooney's Bay is one of our most prized parks in the city for its nature.  Why

strip that away?  Because of its beauty and very rare treed area, for two years

now, it has also been the location of our weekly Sunday dance called Dance to

Nature.  It would sadden us greatly to lose this irreplaceable natural setting as

our venue.  Please give the public a chance to speak!  Alana

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-18 I rely on this park for my health and fitness and peace and tranquility.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 Saw the plans in the paper and it all sounds very glamorous but couldn't help

thinking of how that space is critical for various festivals like ODBF and also

how jammed Mooney's Bay is on a summer day or eve already. I see families

having picnics, and people working out, or tossing discs/balls. That space is

well used! Surely there is a better location out that that is under utilized

currently.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 A children's playground in this location will spoil all the activities I use the park

for- running, orienteering, XC skiing, dragon boating. This is a family park,

already well used by many picnickers and  sports teams and I feel it will be

destroyed with this large phoney playground. I like the natural beauty by the

river and I feel that this ambiance will be destroyed. It's already a big

disappointment that we have lost so many old, mature, beautiful trees.

Mississauga, Canada 2016-05-19 I bike down to use this park, all summer.  I paddle festival from this park.  My

friend plays HOPE volleyball.  I would love to see some cleanup and upgrades

but otherwise love it how it is.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 This absolutely requires public consultation.

Dartmouth NS, Canada 2016-05-19 I agree Mooney's Bay park should be left as it is - a beautiful family park and

beach. I totally disagree with City of Ottawa not consulting taxpayers such as

myself regarding a total restructure of this park - with all the negative

consequences as said above! Shame on city council!!!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 I think the fitness park and surrounding green space still yield benefits to the

community, and the park is used by the Nakkertok amd Chelsea Nordic clubs,

as well as the Ottawa Lions. The green space is also used for events such as

volleyball tournaments and the Dragon boat festival. If the city really needs

another playground for Canada's over glorified 150th birthday and the dumb TV

show being planned on its construction, why not choose a location that won't

be just a couple hundred metres away from another functional playground?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 It is totally ridiculous to undertake such a mammoth initiative without any public

consultation. This is OUR park; it is well used and loved. Why are you doing

this?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 There was no consultation and it is very disrespectful to the community and

supporters of Sue Holloway and the outdoor gym. Trees are being cut rather

than trying to renovate and expand existing gym around them. Valuable shade

space is destroyed and skiing trails in the winter destroyed because structure

will be obstructing  the trails.

Limoges, Canada 2016-05-19 Why not build the playground  in Vincent Massey Park its in the same

neighborhood  has parking and buss access large fields allready to be used.

So no trees to be cut down. Why would you build a playground near the beach

and water. ??? Very dangerous for little ones. Not impressed. !!!!



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 Save the Mooney's Bay unique park!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 This playground would limit the abilities of many festivals which take place

yearly. It will have adverse effects of the environment and the communities use

of the park as a gathering point.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 This is my neighbourhood - I should have been informed and have a say!

Hull, Canada 2016-05-19 j'adore ce parc, préservons nos arbres matures !

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 I'm signing because they're are better locations for a play structure without

destroying green space and cutting down healthy trees. As well,  this space is

used to raise millions of dollars for local charities and this will end if the

structure is built at this location.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 This beautiful public park space should be available to all of Ottawa not just

people with small children.

S, France 2016-05-19 As someone who grew up in Ottawa and spent a lot of time running and skiing

around Mooney's Bay, this poorly thought-out project saddens me.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 Nature is the best playground.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 All this talk about what to do with Lebreton Flats.. BOOM.. here it is..  leave this

beautiful natural area alone.. and make something of the other..  If it was

integration.. maybe.. but all the other issues for this area say no.. traffic will be

crazy.. it's already bad..  and what of all the events that happen at this site all

ready.. this is a big mistake.. rethink this Ottawa..

Gatineau, Canada 2016-05-19 Guy Lafrance

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 There are plenty of child friendly resources in the park right now: a track, a hill,

a beach, an exercise park, etc.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 This is outrageous! Mooney's Bay is a civic treasure. Does no one on City

Council understand the restorative power of nature?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 This will ruin Mooneys Bay. There are other places more suitable for something

this large to be built. Why ruin a beautiful area.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 Behind doors deals without public consultation that affect well used public

spaces is wrong.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 Building this mega playground at Mooney's Bay will scar this already perfect

place. Using over one acre of prime waterfront property for a commercial, TVs

themed jungle gym construction is absurd. Build your legacy where it will

improve a parcel of underused land, not on expensive land that is already well

used and where it is the natural beauty of the landscape that is the prime

attraction.  Find a more appropriate location if you are determined to build this

thing.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 The Ottawa Dragon Boat festival is the largest in the country. If this is built it will

encroach on the space needed for the team tents, and staging area. The public

should have been consulted. Ottawa is backwards when it comes to where

things are built. The infrastructure and roadways are not large enough to

support the traffic of such projects (this being one example). Let’s expand our

roads and create new ones before building major projects like this one.

Dakar, Senegal 2016-05-19 Please consult us!

Pakenham, Canada 2016-05-19 No public discussion on this very bad choices being made without consulting

the very people you claim to represent.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 There are better places to put it. Mooneys bay is used for so many other things.

Plus this would limit the kind of people who could enjoy the park, solely parents

and children. That's a small demographic



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 Totally necessary renovation that's purely for image purposes. The community

did not ask for this. (Shared on <a

href="http://www.facebook.com/VoteDamien"

rel="nofollow">www.facebook.com/VoteDamien</a>)

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 Other people use the park and this space the way it is. I see empty

playgrounds in neighbourhoods everywhere. This is not where a playground is

needed. This is a nature sanctuary, and it is important for children to see empty

spaces as well.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 No consultations with public and indigenous no environmental impact lack of

transportation to sight rather use taxpayers money for winter maintenance and

infrastructure

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 I'm signing because I used to live on Kimberwick Cres and ride through that

park every day to work and to go to the Glebe and just for enjoyment.  The park

is used by many families and this will be destroyed, especially in the winter

families use the hill....a lot and in the summer we run it.  Not to mention the

poor folks that live in that area will have a nightmare with the parking issues

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 The complications around operation of festivals such as Dragon Boat and Hope

have not been addressed and is a huge oversight by the planners of the

proposed project.

Chelsea, Canada 2016-05-19 We use the park for dance every weekend... year round

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 I believe any modifications to Mooney's Bay should not proceed without

appropriate consultation with, and input from, the individuals and groups that

regularly use the park.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 This is green space enjoyed by thousands of citizens, please keep it this way.

Please build the play structure on Vincent Massey Park, or the opposite end of

Mooney's Bay Park which see less public use, yet is still near the water.. a

desire expressed by the builders...

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 I  am very concerned about losing this tranquil green space to a concrete &

structure filled “amusement-styled”  park. I bike and run through this area, play

volleyball in summer, cross country ski in winter. Athletes that train at Terry Fox

use this space as well, and is continually used by my family.  I have used this

space since my childhood through its four seasons, every year. I would like the

grass, and trees, and waterline to remain as is.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 Terrific idea but very poor choice of location, for many reasons. It may have "TV

appeal" but Mooney's Bay's waterfront is already well used and prized by many

in the community and city of Ottawa. The area does not have adequate parking

or other infrastructure necessary to support such a large playground, and it will

have influence and traffic well beyond its boarders, spilling into the rest of this

beautiful green space. Many clubs, schools, teams, families, and others use

this section of Mooney's Bay for recreation, and summer festivals use every

corner of the park. The area is also popular for family picnics, summer outdoor

activities, and winter cross country skiing accessible by public transportation.

That there was no warning of the project, and no thorough description of the

playground plans, including community consultation, and environmental impact

is hard to understand. Such a playground could definitely benefit and

conceivably revitalize another location, but will definitely take away something

very beautiful and already well used for recreation.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 It's inconceivable $1M will be spent without consultation but those who will use

it and by not opening up the bit for general tender.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 Mooney's Bay is not a suitable location for what the Sinking Ship producer calls

"an epic play factory".  Change the location.



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 Plastic sucks!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 A bad plan, and obviously kept from the public for that reason.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 We must preserve Ottawa's green spaces and our precious Canal and river

parklands

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 The ends don't justify the means - start with an RFP open to all, or open public

consultation for the 3 possible sites. The proponent does not have the right to

pick his fav site from amongst Ottawa parks. Shame on TVO and partner for

working this way.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 I would like the park to remain green and tranquil as currently

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 We don't need this! Kids need to learn more about green spaces and nature.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 I am appalled by the way this project has been approved in secret with no

public consultation and no accountability from the NCC or the City

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 1. This is a further sign of poor governance of Ottawa.

2. The status of the Rideau Canal as a UNESCO Heritage site is further at risk.

3. Ottawa does not need a theme park when we already have the poorly

designed theme parks of Lansdowne and Lebreton Flats.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 I'm a part of this 'community' who got no say.... and I think it's more important to

have a clean and functional beach where we can still have festivals then take

all that away. Plus a children's park by a water front is just plain stupid.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 The public should 1st have been consulted on location in order to determine

best site.  What other locations were considered?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 This is another shortsighted decision on the part of this council and this mayor.

There are other locations that are suitable for this type of development, but

there are no other locations that are suitable for festivals like the Tim Horton's

International Dragon Boat Festival or Volleyball!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 It is not the right location, it will destroy the tranquility of the area.!!!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 I'm a paddler and I've afraid this will limit access to the waterfront at this spot.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 A playground should not be going into Mooney's Bay.  The park with trees and

grass should stay.  The city should have to plant new trees to replace the

healthy ones they just cut down.

I am a frequent visitor to Mooney's Bay and this is my favorite corner if the

wholeg park.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-19 A giant playground is a poor use for this lovely green space. Those who visit

and love Mooney's Bay deserve to be consulted before changes of this nature.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-20 We can't lose more public park space to private development.

McDonalds Corners,

Canada

2016-05-20 Natural spaces need to be valued, especially in cities. Keep Mooney's Bay

green. Old trees have wisdom and are not replaceable. It's a beautiful and

sacred place to connect with nature.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-20 I don't disagree with children's playgrounds. But this is already a highly used

area, important for so many activities on the grass, water, beach and snow.

nepean, ON, Canada 2016-05-20 I believe more current public consultation should take place.



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-20 This is not the right location for such a park, it should remain as green space. It

is irreplaceable to the various festivals (dragon boat, hope volley ball, etc) as

well as the canadian national canoe championships which have been  being

held multiple times on Mooney's bay for over 50 years. In addition the lack of

consultation and the unilateral decision process by the city is appalling.�

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-20 I am signing this petition because I grew up in the Mooney's Bay area. It is a

beautiful place that should not be considered for this endeavor. It is not only a

space for festivals, and races but it is an area for people from all around the

city to relax. We do not need a oversized prop for a TV show. This space is too

loved a valuable to be tarnished in this way!  There is plenty of spaces that

would be more appropriate for such a venture, We cannot ruin such a beautiful,

scenic and useful place for all members of our community!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-20 Mooney's Bay Park is beautiful the way it is, it is unadulterated, it's open space

available to be enjoyed in an unorganized way and the events staged at the

site are few and socially responsible

Manotick, ON, Canada 2016-05-20 We need to leave Mooney Bay as it is.  What other city in the world can boast

of having this beautiful park in the middle of their city.  Don't ruin it!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-20 (1) I am irked that this was arranged without a word to citizens, particularly in

Riverside South.

(2) The petition details the negative effect of this plan.

(3) Why not Vincent Massey Park?  A brilliant location - lots of room!  Facilities

already exist for picnics, parking and washrooms.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-20 This is a shortsighted project which has bypassed expected democratic

consultation. This is going to destroy the natural beauty of the park all for

money and Canada 150 publicity. Shameful!

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 2016-05-20 This is no place to build a children's park. It is too close to the water for one

thing. Vincent Massey Park would be more suitable. There are so many

reasons that this site is a poor decision. It is used by so many groups ...Dragon

Boat Festival, Hope Volley Ball, soccer teams, etc. 

Additionally, the City should be ashamed of itself for dealing with our money is

such a secretive way without public consultation. It is just not going to happen!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-20 This is an utter lack of respect on the city's part. Since when is our money

spent so openly without our consent? This is one of the few beautiful places left

in this city. Greed is not a good enough reason to change that.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-20 Before undertaking this massive change local residents should at least be

consulted.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-20 Mooney's Bay park is already a flourishing centre for family fun and

entertainment for people of all ages. Even with the adequate parking at the

beach there is an ongoing issue within the community of Beach-goers parking

in local suburban neighbourhoods. This would be fine if they were leaving the

neighbourhood in the same state it was in when they came. If I have to clean

up even more trash left behind on my street by the revolving door of YOLO

fuckboy frat and sorority trash we get during the summer because they're

cutting parking back even more, I will have a conniption.

Bend, OR 2016-05-20 I grew up in Ottawa and spent most of my summers catching frogs and

swimming at Mooney's Bay. Last year I took my Goddaughter from England

there and she loved it too.  It is one of the places that makes Ottawa so

beautiful and special!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-20 It's a childhood memory.  And , a great place to workout to stay fit and keep an

active lifestyle.



Name Location Date Comment

ottawa, OR 2016-05-20 I'm signing because Ottawa's beauty is owed to sites like this. The fact that this

deal was done behind the backs of those who truly care about the community

shows how pathetic this deal is. We are selling the soul of Ottawa for $ and a

title. There is already a playground there - why is it that we always have to

have BIGGER and BETTER? Leave the park they way it is.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-20 This is the home of the largest events in North America, HOPE, and Dragon

Boat Festival! Why were citizens not included in this decision, you have no right

without our input! we treasure this space, find another home for your self

serving project

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-20 I am very concerned about the (non) process in this. That no time was taken to

bring residents on side or hear their concerns

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-21 It's amazing that Ottawa has so many opportunities to go to a green space and

that the city isn't completely concrete. However things are changing quickly

houses are going up everywhere and more and more green spaces are turning

into the concrete jungle. Save money's bay to keep the green in the city. There

are so many already unused parks that are a waste of space what makes

Canada's largest playground anymore special? Tourists would find it hard to

get to money's bay because they will spend most of their time downtown and

for them even if they rent a car it's not worth it to take the trip to this

playground. A better location could be found.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-21 This park is already a wonderful playground, as well as picnic area, beach with

swimming and beach volleyball, and lots of green space, all of which is well

used by many people.  It would be a shame to destroy it.  I haven't seen the

plans for the new construction, but I can't understand why new construction is

necessary.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-21 love the outdoor workout

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-21 Part of the community. I exercise and host fitness events regularly at Mooney's

Bay outdoor fitness facility during summer.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-21 Rules have been written concerning any type of expenditure of public funds

and the steps that must be taken beforehand. Why did this project not have to

"jump through the same hoops" as any other proposed idea? Rules may be

made to be broken, as some people say, but certainly not in cases of this

nature!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-21 I'm opposed to the construction of this park because there was no public

consultation or opportunity for input.   Mooney's Bay already has a playground

that is well used by children (including mine).  The park doesn't need this large

playground.  Ottawa needs to preserve its green spaces, especially those

bordering sensitive waterways like the Rideau River.  This type of unilateral

action by municipal government is unacceptable!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-21 This will ruin Mooney's Bay! It's busy enough in the summer.

Victoria, Canada 2016-05-21 Evidently leaving landscapes to be serene places of refuge is something that

some people can't handle.  They appear to enjoy putting chainsaws to work to

transform these last vestiges of peace and quiet into a cacophony of noise and

money making.  Is no place sacred anymore?

Welland, Ontario,

Canada

2016-05-21 I'm tired of residents having no say in what happens to their own municipalities.
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Ottawa, ONTARIO,

Canada

2016-05-21 I live in the riding and about a 5 min walk from the site, I have not been

consulted on whether or not this is something which the community needs. We

have been told by Mr Gardiner of Parks & Rec/Ottawa, that nothing was made

public because of 'proprietary interests'...yes, Sinking Ship wants to film the

build and run it as a tv show. What fresh hell does Watson and Co have in mind

for us next?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-21 I am opposed to this project. We need to keep things natural.

Nepean, Ontario,

Canada

2016-05-21 There is a nearby location where this playground could be located without

further destruction of trees. Or use Vincent Massey Park which also has

sufficient parking and is on a bus route.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-22 I love Mooney's Bay and don't think it's fair to have transformed in a

Playground. Leave it as it is!!!!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-22 The demographics are bad and getting worse.  Although the recent immigrants

are helping somewhat the ratio of school age children to adults over 30 is

getting smaller every year.  What is needed is many smaller, but top quality,

playgrounds adjacent to primary schools in residential areas.  No one is going

to drive their primary school children to "Canada's largest playground".

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-23 I regularly use the boat launch and believe that the park is best left in a more

natural state

Salmon Arm, Canada 2016-05-23 This kind of project, done without public consultation but using public money,

must stop. The people who live in and use this space must control the

decisions being made there. The government has obviously forgotten who they

work for.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-23 The existing park at Mooney's Bay is great. The proposed playground is ugly

and will detract from the space, not add to it. Torpedo Sinking Ships!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-23 ... Because its not The right place for it.  There are other areas to place this

park.  Also such a project being done without public consultation is appalling.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-23 Lack of transparency and secret deals are wrong

Ottawa, ON, Canada 2016-05-23 Terrible idea, there are other areas where this can go.  This park is just right the

way it is.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-24 I paddle and coach at the Rideau Canoe Club and use the Sue Holloway park

all summer personally and with my young athletes on a regular basis

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-24 I think that the playground should be relocated to a place that does not require

the chopping down of majestic, healthy and beautiful trees. I have been coming

to Mooneys Bay for over 30 years and after having lived abroad I can say there

is no other place as special to my heart. Please do not build this playground at

Mooneys Bay.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-24 Money's Bay is a wonderful motl natural area. Skiers use it in the winter,

swimmers, volleyball players and picnickers in the summer. Let's keep it

accessible and mellow.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-24 I think the selection of mooneys bay was not fully considered and that there are

better areas for this development. Please do not move forward at mooneys

bay.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-24 I am very disappointed that there were no consultation prior to making this

decision, especially with the Hope and Dragon Boat Festivals, since they raise

a lot of money for charity every year.  There must be other sites in Ottawa

where it wouldn't have been necessary to cut down trees.  Mooney's Bay park

is already being used to the fullest, and parking is already a problem on

weekends.  This project will only make matters worse.
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Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-24 zero public consultation.  Not the right place for such a massive structure.  Why

not the field across hogs back - it is not used for anything right now, but

Mooney's bay is - skiing, running, cycling, biking, orienteering, volleyball, world

class, dragonboat, kayak and canoe competions.  Where will people park, the

current lots are full with the current park usage. washroom facilities are

inadequate and dated.   These are just a few of the reasons.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-24 first, there was no consultation whatsoever with the community. that simply isn't

right.

second, this site is used widely for various events and will impede the events -

in particular the annual Ottawa Dragon Boat Festival which draws thousands of

people.

Kitchener, Canada 2016-05-24 As a member of RCC and a dragon boat competitor, this will greatly affect the

operations of the clubs and events

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-24 Sue Hollaway park is perfect as it is and does need this play ground since

there is one 200 meters away on the beach.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-24 Why do we need another playground? Why was the city not consulted about

this?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-24 This is not a good location for the playground. The south end of the park has

less impact on local festivals and park use.

Peterborough, Canada 2016-05-24 there is definately  enough concrete in Ottawa or any city for that matter

I'm completely on the side of saving all and any green space, Mooney's Bay

included

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 Hope volleyball and green space

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 I want a city of participants, not another Landsdowne Park.  Where will it

end.??

Let's hope at the next election as I"m tired of the benign? dictatorship.

We need more mature trees not less so that all may breathe and have water.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 I'm signing because of the lack of public consultation, I live a 5 minute drive

down the street and first learned of this when i notice the trees gone, well I was

using the area as i often do.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 The Beach and all the festivities that take place here are WAY better and more

important then some massive playground!!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 Better location!!  Demo the hill and place it there.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 I live right next to the park and use it often, especially the Sue Holloway

outdoor facility. Building a large play structure will take up room used by

various local and successful festivals. Local residents should have been

consulted and the City of Ottawa should be ashamed of this backroom

planning.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 I want the money used for other more useful things, and a transparent process

used to ensure this is the best result. It's not.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 I am against the re-developement of Mooney's Bay.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 I think they are putting it in the wrong place, Vincent Massey park would be the

ideal location, lots of parking, lots of available greenspace, bathroom facilities

nearby

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 Lack of proper planning, public consultation and information concerning project

details

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 For starters , grass for turf? Ridiculous
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Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 I am a personal trainer and have been in the fitness industry for over ten years.

I am also a health promoter on a family health team here in Ottawa.

Guaranteed, I would be one of the first to support an area such as a

playground that encourages physical activity, HOWEVER, Mooney's bay is

EXACTLY what it needs to be as it is!!   It is a beautiful green space and a

wonderful training area for me and my clients as well as friends.  I bring my

family there to enjoy exercise at the calisthenics stations, in the green space

alongside the water as well.  I make use of this area more than the average

person hands down.  This isn't a matter of something being broke and needing

fixing.   This is NOT the location for such a project to go up.   in a society where

depression is on the rise we are in NEED of green spaces such as these.  I

can't stress enough how horrible of a decision this is.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 I'm signing because WE need green spaces. Ottawa is a beautiful city with

lovely green waterways which tend to be wrecked by projects that shouldn't

belong. The logistics for putting it at Mooneys Bay is beyond my

comprehension. If they want the largest playground why don't they incorporate

it with the Lebreton Flats project where there will be better access , there is no

destruction of our beautiful trees and it wouldn't spoil the land that people so

enjoy throughout the year. Please reconsider what you are doing as once done

our beautiful waterfront will forever be changed for the worse.  Say no!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 Because this is just WRONG, on so very many levels.  Typically profit-oriented

money-grabbing tyranny from City Hall.  Time it was stopped.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 I love the park the way is was

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 I'm signing because I believe this Playground will absolutely destroy the

serenity, beauty and tranquility of this natural, majical spot.  It also backs onto a

UNESCO World Heritage Site, the waterway leading directly to the Hogs Back

Locks on the Rideau Canal. PLEASE do whatever you can to STOP IT!  Thank

you for arranging this.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-25 The proposed playground would ruin a beautiful Ottawa beach, park and public

area on Mooney's Bay which is part of the Rideauway, a National Historic Site.

There are many other complications including interference with existing events

and programs, impossibility of managing traffic and noise control for the

surrounding residents. It is ridiculous to think that city employees could

maneuver this deal without any consultation. The site doesn't belong to the City

but is rented to them from the NCC.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-26 Mooney's Bay works well for the  benefit of everyone as is. I mistrust the

motives and the secrecy of this project!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-26 Mooney's Bay is a treasure of this city and the loss of mature trees is

sacrilegious. It is already a fantastic play ground. Please sign this petition!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-27 There are many playgrounds in all of the Ottawa neighbourhoods which are not

being used by children and virtually empty at all times. We do not need another

playground, which in the long run will probably not be used either. What a

waste of good natural land. Please sign the petition and let Mayor Watson

know how we feel.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-27 $2M of plastic. Seriously?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-27 So disrespectful of the city to go through with this with absolutely NO public

consultations

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-27 This is reprehensible - no consultation, no consideration, misleading proposal.

This is the wrong location for a project of this type and scale. If it belongs

anywhere, it is in an abandoned space or urban brownfield, which Mooney's

Bay most definitely is not!



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-27 I think this is a huge mistake. Ottawa is not a stunningly beautiful city like some

and maintaining the serene green spaces we have, such as Mooney's Bay,

should be a top priority.  I am appalled at the arrogance of city staff in

approving this application without consulting tax payers. Find another location!

Luskville Quebec,

Canada

2016-05-27 there has not been enough valid and transparent public consultation on this

project.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-29 I believe the natural beauty of the already well used park should be preserved.

I bike the pathways through the park and dragonboat so I see this first hand.

Why not built the park on the north side of Hogs Back where there's room for

more parking and open, under used space for playing?

ottawa, Canada 2016-05-30 I am against vandalism against this wonderful natural environment enjoyed by

young and old year round.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-30 There MUST be a better location for this eyesore of plastic and metal.

Toronto, Canada 2016-05-30 I grew up in Mooney's Bay. A project this big needs public consultation. It's a

no-brainer and I'm shocked it did not occur.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-30 I don't agree with the lack of consultation, with the fact that the private interest

trumps the public interest for a playground no one asked for. Consultations

from 2000 don't count and reliance on them by the city is a joke.  Add soil

contamination, no toilets, site is on a flood plain, goose poop everywhere, no

fencing to be provided, drowning risk, no site plan provided, approvals from at

least 4 federal authorities missing etc. etc. Mayor says misinformation is out

there - that's only because City never provided any meaningful information.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 It is wrong to take such a well used area for games

I am signing because such a valuable piece of land should not be used

because a filming company 

Thinks he should build a Playground to make money for himself and take away

from those who use it all the time.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 I am furious at the arrogance of the mayor doing this  and having consultations

AFTER the demolition has begun

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 Taxpayers deserve a right to these decisions made by  the City people; traffic

will become more  a problem.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 This is a poor site for the playground

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 This space already houses play structures and supports many activities year

round for both children and adults.  The proposed mega play structure will be a

destructive measure rather than the constructive one it could be at another site.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 Its a waste of tax money, even if the city is only paying for half.  Another

playground is not what this city needs.  But most importantly the site is already

wonderful and used by many citizens as is.   Its an integral green space for the

Mooney's Bay.   I for one, an I'm a father of 2, think its a disastrous decision to

locate such a monstrosity in this beautiful park.  The lack of public input in the

process is also highly disappointing.



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 There was no consultation. It impacts severely on existing events (Dragon

Boat, Hope Volleyball, Canoe/Kayak regattas, school athletics events).  What is

the potential for run-off into the Rideau? What is the potential for kids to

"disappear" into the Rideau?There are many better places. Hog's Back.. I can't

see that there will be many visiting kids on a regular basis (no bus service,

need for car park...)

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 I disagree with the projects location

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 Eye sore, traffic and parking problems, my tax dollars are wasted, and all the

other reasons see stipulated in the petition to stop on this play concoction.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 There was no recent nor relevant public consultation regarding this playground.

While there are a plethora of parks for children in the city (some of which would

greatly benefit from an update or expansion), there is a relatively small number

of beautiful, multi-purpose green spaces, and even fewer of those alongside

the water. Please be sensible, and preserve this valuable and picturesque

landmark for future generations.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 It is a beautiful park why you want to ruin it. Listen to people!!!

Vanier, Canada 2016-05-31 This is the wrong place for such a large playground.  So near the water

represents the height of irresponsibility.

Oakville, Canada 2016-05-31 It is sad to see a beautiful multi-use public area being replaced with an poorly

thought through project.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 I'm signing because City officials have lost all credibility.  I am appalled by their

actions

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 The ducks need this area to chill

Ottawa, Canada 2016-05-31 Ottawa needs green spaces! I come there everyday to relax or workout at my

favorit me outdoor gym, that I've been going to for 10+years it's going to attract

too much traffic and people to a very calming area in the Ottawa area. The

ducks, geese use this exact location to relax and enjoy food from people, the

cooexistance between man bird will also be destroyed with thousands of kids

running around! WE NEED MORE GREEN NOT PLASTIC! This will not be a

good idea! STOP IT NOW! EVERYONE IS FURIOUS! They even cut down 50+

year old beautiful tress and bridges that made money's bay what it is!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-01 You shouldn't be changing the park, our community likes it the way it is and it is

much better for the environment.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-01 I love mooney's bay and I don't want it to get ruined.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-01 This is wrong don't build that

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-01 Ottawa doent need more parks, we need clean air

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-01 Because a friend told me to

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-01 Mooney's Bay is one of the few areas of beautiful green space within walking

distance for a lot of people on the south end. One of the things I like about

Ottawa is that there is access to some nature within a busy city. I want my child

to experience the bit of nature that exists in this town, and the fact that it's

being sold for a TV show is sad and corrupt.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-01 Secret signing - terrific! Just bloody terrific!!



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-02 What are you going to do about parking?  We live in the neighborhood and are

walking distance to the beach.  You say it’s a free park, but you got to pay for

parking???  Side streets are already busy enough and we don’t want more

traffic in the neighborhood.  Will the city put up no parking signs so our kids can

play freely outside without getting hit?  Older neighborhood kids don't hang out

at the play structure any more.  They rather play sports out in a field with their

friends.  No reason to have to go to Mooney’s bay where young kids only hang

out.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-02 I would love to have a beautiful playground for kids where they really need one.

Have you seen how many families use next door's park --Vincent Massey

where there's no playground?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-02 As amazing as a large playground would be, not at the cost of losing the

serenity of mooneys bay

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-02 This is corruption allowed to happen under the watch of city officials we

elected.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-02 Mooney's Bay is a beautiful park as is. To tear down all those trees would be a

major displacement to many forms of wildlife and have a serious impact on the

ecosystem currently established. There is a wonderful playground already. To

expand it would decrease the amount of space currently designated for

recreational activities and social gatherings. We don't need a bigger

playground, Mooney's is beautiful as is.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-02 The City of Ottawa has unilaterally decided on this project with proper public

consultation. This is also a deplorable space to be putting such an eye sore.

This park it takes away from the natural beauty of the park.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-02 The park does not need this play structure, keep it green.  Move this structure

to Vincent Massey Park.  City has been bought by a TV Production without any

consolation.  Shame on You Jim Watson

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-02 As a member of the community and former Chair of the Dragon Boat

Foundation, I was not asked for my opinion on the destruction of this natural

site and the building of a play structure. And that is not a democratic way to

operate.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-05 Please do not let big business win again to the detriment of the environment.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-05 I don't like the $$ going into the project, I don't like the destruction of the trees

and I don't like the idea of it being on the rivers edge.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-05 How can councillors get away with these blatantly commercial decisions again

and again?  This is even worse than Lansdowne!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-05 This is a ridiculous and destructive proposal. Leave this beautiful natural bay

park as is. Wisdom not mickey mouse please, please,please!

Gatineau, Canada 2016-06-05 Children have innumerable options for organized play.  What we all need is to

preserve beautiful, natural green space that allows children to run free without

structures, enjoy the beach, see the birds and animals that also make

Mooney's Bay their home.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-05 So beautiful and natural space to be ruined....pls relocate

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-05 I'm signing this petition because people of different ages from all over the city

use this beach and green space for family and group activities.  An oversized

playground will spoil the natural attactions,  and create an amusement park

atmosphere.



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-05 This beautiful space already has so many activities, that are a part of Ottawa.

Why was there no public consultation with residents?  It is obvious that the

majority of folks do not want this super playground!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-05 City operational requirements call for council to approve projects over $500k,

before funding may be committed.  This was not done.  The bureaucrats who

did this should be fired. The next consideration is why this park?  WHat. Others

parks were considered.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-05 I'm signing because the mayor and this city council have sold out to developers

big time (Landsdowne, LeBreton, inappropriate infills in established

neighbourhoods along with ruining an already perfect family park.  Shame on

you for allowing a private company to take over another green space.

ottawa, Canada 2016-06-05 I object to the negotiations having been done in secret, to the lack of

consultation with the community, to the destruction of trees, and to the idea of

large centralized playgrounds when a more practical solution is to offer each

community well-equipped playgrounds to build local connections.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-06 I'm tired of The City not consulting the public and not listening to what it has to

say on matters that are important and will impact the quality of life.

Saskatoon, Canada 2016-06-06 I like the bay to be natural and green.... Do not cut the trees!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-06 Mooney's bay is already one of the best "natural" playgrounds in Eastern

Ontario.  Please do not destroy it further.  It's so sad to see those beautiful

trees being cut down.    Why do we need a "largest" playground in Ottawa?

Stittsville, Canada 2016-06-06 I am tired of the city council doing things without public consultation. Those are

my tax dollars. I demand a say.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-07 This private use of public land should never have been allowed by the City. It is

shocking that there was no consultation with citizens or councillors!

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-07 This project had no meaningful public consultation, uses taxpayer money, and

is clearly a devaluation of a pristine green space.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-07 Secret fast tracked planning deals using public lands are counter to fair and

open development processes  The site is inappropriate.  Has council been

blinded by the whims of a television  production company?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-07 I like the green space. I think it is more versatile this way. And why do kids

need a super big play structure?

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-07 this is wrong, there should have been consultation on the topic and I also

believe that it is a very serious safety hazard for both the kids and the bikers if

the play structure were to be built. The bike path is very near by and already

with just money's bay's park on the other side of the park it is an issue for

bikers using the bike path who are dodging the kids, the balls, and the seagulls.

This needs to stop. The city also removed Sue Holloway park a very historic

site that was regularly used by the Ottawa Lions, Nakkertok nordic skiing, the

Rideau Canoe Club and , many soccer teams training in the park.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-07 As well as all the reasons listed in this petition, we need to be mindful of the the

community it serves. The playground will only be another typical attraction, that

has nothing to do with a sense of community, separating those who have been

using the beach and its area year after year to serve the community. Please,

please don't do this! We don't need another money making venture to the cost

of the community.



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-08 This is not the best location for this playground. There is limited waterfront land

and this use of that land is not in the strategic plan. There was no REAL

consultation or analysis. The effect on park usage, events, the environment,

the water, parking and traffic all have not been assessed. The City violated

their own processes. Stop work until due process had been done.

Chelsea, Canada 2016-06-08 This is extremely valuable public space that should not be redeveloped without

thorough public consultation. 

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-09 I find the idea of turning a beautiful, natural green space into an amusement

park offensive to my senses and values. There are lots of open fields where

play parks can be located. There are very few restful, green spaces beside

water where city dwellers can get away from the hubbub without a car.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-09 We need to maintain natural places in the city where all residents can relax and

recharge. Play grounds are fine but they don't need to destroy our natural

green spaces to build them. There are other equally suitable options.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-09 This precious green space can not be replaced. This playground should be

relocated away from our heritage waterway.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-10 It is not evidnet that this playground It is not evident that this development is in

the best interest of the community and it should not be pursued without

genuine public consultation consultation.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-11 I am signing because of a lack of public consultation on a matter that affects a

whole community.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-13 This seems like such a shame that these old trees have been chopped down.

Aren't we supposed to be caring about the environment? And to go ahead and

do this without running it by the people of Ottawa. I'm thinking, it was known

there was going to be a big deal made about these beautiful old trees being

chopped down, so it was done before we could have any say in it.   I don't

know what's going lately, but something isn't right. It's like our voice means

absolutely nothing lately.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-14 I don't want the green spaces destroyed. I moved to the area because of its

nature.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-14 We do not need this "playground". Why are developers being

allowed/encouraged to destroy what's left of Ottawa's green spaces, where

families can enjoy relaxing and playing in a natural setting? I totally oppose this

development.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-14 Mooney's Bay is perfect as it is. Spend a day there and you will see that

nothing needs to be added OR TAKEN AWAY from it.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-14 I care about my neighbourhood, Rideau Canal, and Mooney's Bay.

Whitby, Canada 2016-06-14 My cousin lives in this neighborhood and I want to support the maintenance of

this wonderful area for the community.

Petawawa, Canada 2016-06-14 This is a preserved site of untapped potential for future events that bring young

people out from the basement for physical activities while also providing

beautiful venues for charitable events. Sticking a business no matter what there

intentions is a travesty, when there are thousands of other places within 30

minutes to put them

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-14 This is one of the most beautiful parks in Ottawa and already heavily used by

families. I object to destroying green space and think the money could be used

for better purposes

Carleton Place, Canada 2016-06-15 Keep mooney's bay green!



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-15 We ,the taxpayers of Ottawa were purposely passed over with NO opportunity

to decide whether this would enhance our city, in fact I feel it is a detriment to

the natural beauty of this area, as well as the risk to the inhabitants affected by

destroying their breeding area. Was it greed which encouraged you Mr. Watson

to make this decision?--a million dollars doesn't fall into your coffers too often,

but to meet that amount from our tax dollars without ANY consultation with the

source of tax dollars is significant robbery in my mind, when all one hears is

there is NO money for roads[falling apart], homeless people living on

streets,etc.etc. please consider cancelling this whole debacle before it's too

late !

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-15 I'm signing because I think this is a waste of a wonderful waterfront space

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-15 I'm signing because I would of like to have a community meeting about the

pros and cons of having this park at Mooney's Bay.  I don't think it belongs here

and  that there are many other places in Ottawa that would benefit from it. We

just need to talk.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-16 I believe this "deal" smacks of arrogance, duplicity, a total lack of respect for

the environment and natural spaces, an abdication of accountability and

responsibility. I believe the buck stops with the Mayor.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-16 This is 2016.  How can this sort of thing be happening again and again? Why

no consultation? When will our city employees and Council understand the

importance of saving the habitat of endangered species? Save our valuable

green spaces, please.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-16 Let's see if I have this right. The City has no money to properly pave our city

streets like Carling Ave. The City doesn't have enough money to pay for life

guards the entire summer at City swimming pools. But the City has a spare

million to spend on an unneeded playground without any discussion with the

citizens of this city??? When there's a secret deal, it's time to follow the money

$$$

Lanark, Canada 2016-06-16 Do people forget that we also need quiet, relaxing places?  Why does this

'playground' have to be the largest in Canada?  Just because you can do it,

doesn't mean you should do it.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-16 It does not make sense to destroy a well used space for another.  There are

better places for the playground like Hogs Back park across the street which

has a lot of unused space.

Grand Mira North,

Canada

2016-06-16 It's simply the right thing to do.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-16 Another planning fiasco!

Calgary, Canada 2016-06-16 I do not feel this is the correct location for this project. I am not comfortable with

the way this project was handled without any public consultation. I used to live

in Ottawa.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-17 the City's process in undemocratic and done in secret

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-17 This space needs to remain as green and as natural as possible. 

Gatineau, Canada 2016-06-17 Take the most multifunctional area of Mooney's Bay and turn in into a cramped,

unidimensional, glorified art piece and political resume highlight that also

happens to be a playground and you get this fiasco.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-17 I want to protect waterfront greenspace in Mooney's Bay, and the views of

citizens were not considered in this process.  Further, I am insulted by the way

the Mayor and Council have belittled the legitimate concerns of those opposed

to locating a playground in this area.



Name Location Date Comment

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-17 This is an outrage...

Jim Mcwynntywatson !!!!

ottawa, Canada 2016-06-17 c'est inadmissible de mne pas etre tenu au courant.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-21 enough with the destroying green-space already you Fucktards !

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-21 Ottawa committed to accountability, and forgetting that applies to the making of

decisions , ends up reporting on office espresso machines and paperclips. All

fluff and no stuff. There's a lack of accountability on Council's decision on

Mooney's Bay. You can't hide behind staff. The buck stops with Council.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-22 This area does not need to change . It functions well with its designed use .

The money spent could be used to increase the usability of other parks that

have a higher density of children and not towards an area that could potentially

be a  danger do to the proximity of the river . The current use is already family

and youth friendly without need of change . I suggest the money be used to

improve up stream water conditions and treatment . That spending would

improve so much further down river where there are other parks with this water

proximity .

The lack of public consultation has people already talking about the

replacements for the currant council and the mayor .

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-22 Keep it green open space.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-23 The lack of transparency in the process leading up to the establishment of this

playground area bewilders me. It is impossible to be confident in such a

secretive and complex planning process.

Ottawa, Canada 2016-06-25 No secret negotiations. They've already  built 33 of these parks.We need open

discussions of these ideas before we sign on and cut trees. Respect the people

of Ottawa.




